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In these years, the proportion of FOB contracts is mounting up and goes 70 
percent，the proportion even goes 80 percent in some enterprises. In the past 
international business transactions, some foreign buyers have taken advantages of this 
feature, cheating the Chinese seller’s cargo without payment by prefabricated 
discrepancy in L/C and delivery without B/L. After all, the author brings forward his 
opinion: the loss of seller is generally caused by the comprehensive risks of accepting 
FOB contract, L/C with discrepancy and foreign freight forwarder’s B/L. These cases 
represented the primary risks of sellers，With carriage and delivery under the control 
of the buyer, it’s difficult for the seller to take actual control of the cargo on the way. 
However, considering all the costs and uncertainties of a suit against the buyer in any 
case of prevention on performance, seller still have to manage to dispose the cargo to 
reduce potential damage, while bill of lading still in his hand to reserve the title.  
Consequently, from the point of view of a Chinese seller’s remedy, this article is 
to discuss various legal actions, relations and legal responsibilities involved, also to 
reveal the risks of the sellers and then, give both legislative and operative suggestions 
on how to reduce seller’s risks as well. The thesis discusses the risks of sellers under 
FOB systematically. With uniting theory with practice, taking the ways of 
comparative analysis and case analysis, and also considering the methods of positive 
analysis and dialectical analysis, I have analyzed the risks of sellers under FOB 
generally, and studied the risks of delivery of goods without the original bill of lading, 
L/C with discrepancy and delivery of goods on the way to the port of shipment. 
Through thoroughly research and compare, the author of this thesis proposes some 
concrete and practical precautions that are easily operated in our country. 
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第一章 FOB 贸易术语概述 














《1932 年华沙－牛津规则》、《1941 年美国对外贸易定义修订本》和国际商会 
2000 年修订的《国际贸易术语解释通则》（International Rules for the Interpretation 
of Trade Terms,以下简称 INCOTERMS2000），以上规则在不同的阶段都曾经或
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